Racing To Profit Members’ Club 2018
Section 1 Jumps Strategies: Where to begin?

Intro: This summary is intended to provide you with some ideas about what systematic strategies
you can follow from the stats qualifiers posted in Section 1 of the daily members’ posts. It is not
advised to back all horses listed in Section 1 but instead follow a handful of ‘strategies’ based on the
horses listed in section 1.
Below are a selection of four strategies that you could start following. You may wish to pick one or
two and ease your way in. Results are to 1 point win bets unless otherwise stated
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The four strategies you could start with…
Strategy # S1
Rules
•
•
•

A jumps stats pack qualifier listed in section 1
Horse has a Geegeez Speed Rating G1 or G3 symbol
Horse qualifies if priced 10/1 or bigger on morning prices I enter at around 8am. Horse also
qualifies if 11.00+ BFSP (to cover any drifters/those shorter than 10/1 on morning prices)

Results 2017 : 132 bets / 17 wins / 13% sr / +91 early|bog / +118 BFSP / 69 % ROI
Results 2018: 2018 to End Nov: 8/119, 32p, +17 , +61.3 BFSP

Strategy # S2A
Rules
•
•
•

A jumps stats pack qualifier listed in section 1
Horse is priced 16/1 to 25/1 on the morning of racing, when I add the generally available
price.
Again, as with any price-based strategy you are free to bet at a time of your choosing if you
so wish, or wait for my morning update, which are what these results are based on.

2018 to End Nov:
•

Win only : 10/197, 41p, +17.6, +65.8 BFSP

•

½ EW: 10/197, 41p, +35

•

1 point EW: 10/197, 41p, +70

Strategy # S3A#
Rules
•
•
•

A jumps stats pack qualifier listed in section 1
ES+ symbol…indicating they are ‘the Elite Squad+’ which are those stats angles from my stats
pack which have at least 10 winners in the study period and a 25%+ win strike rate
Two or more ratings pointers (the red symbols) EG. ES+ H1 G3 or ES+ H3 I1 G3

2018 to End Nov: 39/122, 58p, +60.94

LTO Winner (w1)
Rules
•
•

A jumps stats pack qualifier listed in section 1
Said qualifier won on it’s last start, indicated by a W1

2018 to End Nov: 46/176, 66p, +33
(w1 had added around +20 points in the first 3 days of Dec)
***
How to play them?
Collectively they provide a decent little portfolio which as of the end of November was over +200
points. The aim has always been for me to offer a select portfolio of strategies that will win at least
+100 points over the course of the year.
There is a table below which indicates the longest losing runs likely per 1000 bets depending on win
SR of any approach.
S1 and S2A are ‘big odds’ strategies with low win SRs, historically around 10%. You can see from that
table that losing runs of 66 or so will happen at same point. They have had losing runs of around 50
in live play. That is to be expected, but clearly not for everyone. Any betting bank should look to
cover any maximum losing run at least twice I think, to be safe.
S3A# and w1 are 30% and 26% win SR to date, but even that means maximum losing runs of 24+ can
be expected at some point.
The choice is yours.
If you just wanted to back two, you could go with S1 and S3A#.
Those two strategies do not just rely on my trainers stats but also combine with the three ratings
sets I use. They help add vital information about the ability of the horse and in the context of the
race. They are a constant and help give me confidence long into the future that what has happened
in live play to date, will keep repeating.

I can’t stress enough how important it is to be patient and take your time, using your full trial/refund
period.
I know it can look complicated to begin with but as a starting point, focussing on the four strategies
above is straightforward. If in doubt just wait for my morning blog post updates, 8-8.15am, and look
for the symbols in section 1… S1 (also the S1 drifting ‘note’ if 11.00+ BFSP), S2A, S3A#, w1
That’s it for this note, thanks for your time,
Josh
Email: info@racingtoprofit.co.uk

